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Remediation as a Service (RaaS)
Your expert partners in remediation



Most organisations don’t plan for remediation, and due to the nature of such projects, they are
often approached with a reactive lens. This makes the resolution process disjointed and
inefficient.

QMV are leaders in remediations

Remediation projects and programs can be filled with complex, non-linear pathways requiring
excellence in stakeholder management and utilisation of resources. 

e: sayhi@qmvsolutions.comwww.qmvsolutions.com ph: 03 9620 0707

Our Expertise
QMV consultants have a wealth of experience and the capabilities to identify, analyse and execute
solutions for even the most complex remediation problems. We promise high quality outcomes
delivered by industry experts.

We have built a comprehensive framework and methodology that ensures every remediation
project:

Is in line with ASIC regulations RG277 for
Consumer remediation

Is based on Consultation provided to ASIC
by QMV

Is executed by consultants that have the ability to manage
multiple stakeholder engagements, whilst understanding their
impact on these stakeholder relationships

Is flexible to fit into an organisation’s existing
environment

Has an accompanying internal library of relevant
remediation resources including case studies, templates,
and related history of work for consultants to reference

As leaders in remediation, we understand the importance of accuracy, timeliness, and
communication. We have performed hundreds of data remediation projects using an innovative and
flexible approach. 

"QMV's RaaS
model enables

organisations to
use the best mix of

people, process,
and technology."
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QMV are experts in remediation and known for delivering on complex
requirements. Our team includes specialist consultants with the hybrid
technical and analytical skills required for remediation.

Don’t start from scratch each time. QMV have developed approaches
to analysis, documentation and calculation that drive efficiency and
can fast-track any remediation project.

QMV’s data quality software Investigate DQ provides a remediation-
source-of-truth; allowing you to monitor progress, calculate
compensation and utilise multiple reporting lenses throughout the
remediation process. 

We can provide associated consulting services focusing on
Program/Project Management, Legal and Management Consulting that
can save your organisation time, resources and give you the expertise
needed.
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Additional RaaS components
QMV’s Remediation as a Service (RaaS) allows organisations to utilise the optimum combination of
people, process, and technology. Our specialised remediation experts along with in-house
developed processes, calculation models and technology can fast-track remediation work, reduce
costs and deliver quality outcomes.

We have products and services that work hand in hand with our remediation consultants.

People

Process

Technology

Advisory

Our people set us apart. We work as a collective. We produce the best possible solutions for
clients because we draw upon combined knowledge across the team and promote a collaborative
culture. QMV consultants are known for adding immediate value and will make a big difference to
your organisation. 
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